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This same obligation shall devolve upon Italy in case of
any aggression without direct provocation by France against
Germany.
article III. If one, or two, of the High Contracting Parties,
without direct provocation on their part, should chance to be
attacked and to be engaged in a war with two or more Great
Powers nonsignatory to the present Treaty, the casus foederis
will arise simultaneously for all the High Contracting Parties.
article IV, In case a Great Power nonsignatory to the
present Treaty should threaten the security of the states of one
of the High Contracting Parties, and the threatened Party should
find itself forced on that account to make war against it, the
two others bind themselves to observe towards their Ally a
benevolent neutrality. Each of them reserves to itself, in this
case, the right to take part in the war, if it should see fit, to
make common cause with its Ally.
article V. If the peace of one of the High Contracting
Parties should -chance to be threatened under the circumstances
foreseen by the preceding Articles, the High Contracting Parties
shall take counsel together in ample time as to the military
measures to be taken with a view to eventual cooperation.
They engage, henceforth, in all cases of common participa-
tion in a war, to conclude neither armistice, nor peace, nor
treaty, except by common agreement among themselves.
article VI. Germany and Italy, having in mind only the
maintenance, so far as possible, of the territorial status quo in
the Orient, engage to use their influence to forestall on the Otto-
man coasts and islands in the Adriatic and the Aegean Seas any
territorial modification which might be injurious to one or the
other of the Powers signatory to the present Treaty. To this
end, they will communicate to one another all information of a
nature to enlighten each other mutually concerning their own
dispositions, as well as those of other Powers.
article VII. Austria-Hungary and Italy, having in mind
only the maintenance, so far as possible, of the territorial status
quo in the Orient, engage to use their influence to forestall any
territorial modification which might be injurious to one or ihe

